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In models of inflation obtained from string compactification, moduli vacuum misalignment leads
to an epoch in the post-inflationary history of the universe when the energy density is dominated
by cold moduli particles. This effect leads to a modification in the number of e-foldings (Npivot)
between horizon exit of the CMB modes and the end of inflation. Taking Ka¨hler moduli inflation
as a prototype, the shift in e-foldings turns out to be a function of the model parameters which also
determines the inflationary observables. We analyse this scenario numerically using publicly avail-
able ModeChord and CosmoMC with the latest Planck+BICEP2/Keck array data to constrain
the model parameters and Npivot. In light of the present and future precision data, the results show
the importance of careful consideration of any post-inflationary non-standard epoch, as well as of
the effects of reheating.
I. INTRODUCTION
The inflationary paradigm has provided an explanation
for the observed spectrum and inhomogeneities in the
Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). Intense efforts
are on to probe the CMB for tensor modes and non-
Gaussianity. Observations of these will provide further
credence to the theory. At the same time, programs to
measure the spectral tilt of scalar modes (ns) with greater
accuracy are being planned. The ground based CMB-
S4 experiment [1], the LiteBIRD satellite [2], and the
CORE satellite [3], if approved, can significantly reduce
the uncertainty in the measurement of the spectral tilt
(projected uncertainty σ(ns) ∼ 0.002 at the 1-σ level).
In this light, it is important to develop tools to extract
accurate predictions for inflationary models.
The most commonly adopted method to constrain
models of inflation is to express the primordial pertur-
bations in terms of empirical parameters such as As (the
strength of the power spectrum), ns (the scalar tilt), r
(the tensor to scalar ratio), fnl (parametrising the non-
Gaussianity) etc. The most likely values of the empir-
ical parameters are determined by evolving the initial
fluctuations (as expressed in terms of these parameters)
and then comparing with the observed CMB fluctuations.
Given a model of inflation, its theoretical prediction for
the empirical parameters are computed as a function of
model parameters, and a model is considered successful
if the predicted values match the constraints on the em-
pirical parameters from the observations. This indeed is
the general procedure followed by the Planck collabora-
tion to obtain constraints on several inflation models[4].
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In this methodology, it is important to remember that
the observables need to be calculated at certain e-folds
back (Npivot) from the end of inflation when CMB modes
go outside the horizon, and Npivot crucially depends on
the post-inflationary cosmic history including the epoch
of reheating, see for e.g [5].
If one is interested in confronting a particular model of
inflation with data, then a robust approach can be taken,
as developed in [6–8]. One takes the coefficients of the in-
flaton potential and the parametrisation of the reheating
epoch as the ‘model inputs’. Observational predictions
are examined directly in terms of the coefficients of the
potential; estimates and errors for the coefficients of the
potential are directly obtained. One of the ways, this
can be achieved is by making use of ModeChord1[8]
which provides a numerical evaluation of the inflation-
ary perturbation spectrum (even without relying on the
slow-roll approximation) taking the potential coefficients
as input; which is then used as a plug-in for CAMB[9]
and CosmoMC[10]. The parameters are then estimated
using a nested sampling method[11]. The importance of
reheating effects in constraining inflation models using
current cosmological data was first discussed in [7], and
was subsequently applied to the WMAP data in [12] and
to the Planck data in [13].
The slow-roll conditions require the inflationary po-
tential to be flat in Planck units. Any inflation model is
sensitive to ultraviolet degrees of freedom, and therefore,
inflation models should be embedded in ultraviolet com-
plete theories. String theory being our best hope for an
ultraviolet complete theory, inflationary models obtained
from string theory deserve to be analysed in detail. This
is best achieved by following the approach of [8]. Infla-
tionary model building has been extensively studied in
string theory (see e.g [14]).
1 ModeChord is publicly available at www.modecode.org
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2There is also a more pragmatic reason to analyse
models obtained from string theory using this approach.
String compactifications typically have moduli fields,
which are massless scalars with interactions of gravita-
tional strength. A generic feature of models of inflation
constructed in string theory (and supergravity) is vac-
uum misalignment of moduli. This leads to an epoch in
the post-inflationary history in which the energy density
of the universe is dominated by cold moduli particles (see
e.g. [15] for a recent review). The presence of such an
epoch changes the number of e-foldings of the universe
between horizon exit of the pivot mode and the end of
inflation (Npivot). Since the primordial perturbations are
determined by local properties of the inflaton potential
at the time of horizon exit, Npivot has an effect on in-
flationary predictions. Recent work has shown that it
is important to incorporate this effect while confronting
string models with precision cosmological data [16, 17];
an accurate determination of Npivot is essential. Fur-
thermore, Npivot has dependence on the model parame-
ters that also determine inflationary observables. Given
this, a complete numerical methodology using Mode-
Chord+CosmoMC [8, 10] is carried out in this work.
In this paper, we will take Ka¨hler moduli inflation [18],
[19] as a prototype and analyse it using ModeChord.
Vacuum misalignment in the model was studied in [16],
where the effect of this epoch on Npivot was determined.
We note that Ka¨hler moduli inflation in light of Bayesian
model selection was discussed in [20–22], they key differ-
ence between the present analysis and that of [20–22] is
incorporation the effects of the fact that the duration of
the epoch of modulus domination in the post-inflationary
history depends on the model parameters.
This paper is organised as follows. In the next section,
we first review some basic aspects of Ka¨hler moduli in-
flation relevant for us. We then mention the duration of
modulus dominated epoch at the end of inflation Nmod
for the model. Nmod shifts the Npivot from its usual num-
ber. In Sec. III we discuss the methodology for analysing
the model parameters and how the required modifica-
tion in Npivot can be implemented in ModeChord. In
Sec. IV, we analyse and discuss the results for Gener-
alised Reheating (GRH) scenario where Npivot is varied
between 20 and the number corresponding to the instan-
taneous reheating case. This analysis is independent of
average equation of state parameter wre during reheating.
The case for specific values of wre with the requirement
of Tre > TBBN is analysed in Sec. V. We conclude in
Sec. VI.
II. A BRIEF REVIEW OF KA¨HLER MODULI
INFLATION
We begin by briefly reviewing Ka¨hler moduli infla-
tion, the reader should consult [18] for further details.
Ka¨hler moduli inflation is set in the Large Volume Sce-
nario (LVS) for moduli stabilisation [23, 24] of IIB flux
compatifications [25]. The complex structure moduli
of the underlying Calabi-Yau are stabilised by fluxes.
The simplest models of LVS are the ones in which the
volume of the Calabi-Yau takes the Swiss-cheese form:
V = α
(
τ
3/2
1 −
∑n
i=2 λiτ
3/2
i
)
[23, 24]. Note that the
overall volume is set by τ1; the moduli τ2, ..., τn are blow-
up modes and correspond to the size of the holes in the
compactification. Incorporating the non-perturbative ef-
fects in the superpotential, the leading α′ correction to
the Ka¨hler potential and an uplift term (so that a nearly
Minkowski vacuum can be obtained), the potential for
the scalars in the regime V  1 and τ1  τi (for i > 1)
is
VLVS =
n∑
i=2
8(aiAi)
2√τi
3Vλi e
−2aiτi −
n∑
i=2
4aiAiW0
V2 τie
−aiτi
+
3ξˆW 20
4V3 +
D
Vγ . (1)
Here Ai, ai are the pre-factors and coefficients in the ex-
ponents of the non-perturbative terms in the superpo-
tential and W0 is the vacuum expectation value of flux
superpotential. The uplift term is Vup =
D
Vγ with D > 0,
1 ≤ γ ≤ 3 (see [26–30] for mechanisms that can lead to
such as term).
In Ka¨hler moduli inflation, one of the blow-up moduli
(τn) acts as the inflaton. For simplicity, we will focus
on Calabi-Yau’s of the Swiss Cheese form (although the
analysis can be carried out in more general settings, [31]).
Inflation takes place in region eanτn  V2, here the po-
tential is well approximated by:
Vinf =
n−1∑
i=2
8(aiAi)
2√τi
3Vλi e
−2aiτi −
n−1∑
i=2
4aiAiW0
V2 τie
−aiτi
+
3ξˆW 20
4V3 +
D
Vγ −
4anAnW0
V2 τne
−anτn . (2)
It is exponentially flat in the inflaton direction (τn).
The other directions (V, τi with i = 2, .., n − 1) in field
space are heavy during inflation. Integrating out the
heavy directions and canonically normalising the infla-
ton (we denote the canonically normalised field by σ),
one finds its potential (in Planck units) to be
V =
gs
8pi
(
V0 − 4W0anAnV2in
(
3Vin
4λn
)2/3
σ4/3
× exp
[
−an
(
3Vin
4λn
)2/3
σ4/3
])
, (3)
where
σ
Mpl
=
√
4λn
3Vin τ
3
4
n with V0 =
βW 20
V3in
. (4)
Vin is the value of the volume during inflation and β =
3
2λna
−3/2
n (lnV)3/2. Phenomenological considerations put
3the volume at Vin ≈ 105−107, and we will discuss cosmo-
logical constraints on it in the next section. We note that
‘gobal embedding’ of the model (realisation in a compact
Calabi-Yau with a semi-realistic Standard Model sector)
was carried out in [32].
Vacuum misalignment and the resulting post-
inflationary moduli dynamics in this model was studied
in detail in [16], here we summarise its conclusions. Dur-
ing inflation, the volume modulus gets displaced from its
global minimum. The displacement of the canonically
normalised field in Planck units is:
Y = 2R
(
ξˆ
2P
)2/3
with
R =
λna
−3/2
n(∑n
i λia
−3/2
i
) , P = n∑
i
λia
−3/2
i ,
and ξˆ =
χ
2(2pi)3g
3/2
s
,
where χ is the Euler number of the Calabi-Yau and gs is
the vacuum expectation value of the dilaton. For typical
values of the microscopic parameters, Y ≈ 0.1 which is
consistent with effective field theory expectations. This
leads to an epoch in the post-inflationary history in which
the energy density is dominated by cold particles of the
volume modulus. The number of e-foldings that the uni-
verse undergoes in this epoch is [16]
Nmod =
2
3
ln
(
16pia
2/3
n V5/2Y 4
10λn(lnV)1/2
)
. (5)
The presence of this epoch reduces the number of e-
foldings between horizon exit of the pivot mode and the
end of inflation by an amount 14Nmod. The spectral index
can be calculated by using the usual slow-roll formula
ns ≈ 1 − 2/Npivot, but at the reduced value of Npivot.
For typical values of the volume V ∼ 105−106 and other
parameters in this model, Nmod can be calculated. In
Ka¨hler moduli inflation, the inflaton decays to relativis-
tic d.o.f at the end of inflation, the energy density of
these relativistic degrees of freedom becomes subdomi-
nant quickly in comparison with the energy density of
the oscillating volume modulus (which arises as a result
of vacuum misalignment). For typical values of the model
parameters, this epoch of between inflation and modulus
domination has a small duration and hence a negligible
effect on Npivot [16]. We therefore neglect this epoch in
our analysis. After the decay of the volume modulus, the
universe has standard thermal history.
III. METHODOLOGY OF ANALYSIS
The analysis is dependent on the exact definition of
the number of e-foldings Npivot. The correctly measured
number of e-foldings at the horizon exit is crucial to con-
strain models of inflation with an additional epoch of
post-inflationary moduli domination. This analysis is
devised to see how the change in predicted number of
e-foldings during inflation due to the secondary moduli
dominated epoch effects the observables and therefore
constrains the model parameters. But, even though the
modulus dominated epoch is considered carefully, there
is inherent uncertainties with the exact value of Npivot
due to our poor knowledge about the details of reheat-
ing/preheating at the end of modulus domination. With
better understanding of several couplings between the in-
flation/modulus with Standard Model d.o.f, in future we
will possibly find the total duration of the thermalization
process Nre with its average equation of state parameter
wre. Until this is available, it is practical to consider
the reheating parameters wre and Nre as variables when
analysing the model in light of the recent CMB data.
The analysis is carried out using the publicly available
CosmoMC [10] and ModeChord [8] plugged together
through Multinest [11]. Given a typical model of in-
flation, ModeChord numerically computes the primor-
dial scalar and tensor power spectra. These primordial
spectra are fed to the CAMB in the CosmoMC package
with the help of the plug-in software Multinest to evolve
through transfer functions. The theoretically calculated
perturbations at the CMB redshift is then compared to
the observed fluctuations using CosmoMC. CosmoMC is
a multi-dimensional Markov Chain Monte Carlo simula-
tor which in this case compares the Cl values computed
numerically for the given inflationary model with the ob-
served Cl values by Planck and BICEP-Keck array [33–
35]. In general, all the model parameters of inflation
and late time cosmological parameters (e.g. Ωb, Ωc, θ
and τ) are variables in this ModeChord+CosmoMC set
up. In addition, number of e-folds of inflation can also
be set as a variable due to our lack of knowledge of the
(p)reheating epoch. In this work, we have varied all the
late time cosmological parameters in the six-parameter
ΛCDM model as well as the number of e-folds during
inflation. The ranges of the inflationary model parame-
ters which are varied in the simulation are chosen care-
fully and and particularly the ranges for the reheating
parameters are explained in the following paragraphs.
For the generic inflation scenario with instantaneous
reheating (IRH) where the universe thermalizes instantly
after inflation and makes quick transition to the radiation
dominated epoch, the number of e-foldings at the pivot
scale is given by [8]:
N IRHpivot = 55.75− log
[
1016Gev
V
1/4
pivot
]
+ log
[
V
1/4
pivot
V
1/4
end
]
. (6)
Here, Vpivot is the value of the inflation potential at which
the pivot scale leaves the horizon and Vend is the poten-
tial at the end of inflation. From the observational upper
limit of the strength of the gravitational wave (r < 0.11
[4]), the second term in the above equation is negative,
4whereas the third term is positive definite, but it can be
very small for observationally favoured flat inflaton po-
tential. In the usual implementation of ModeChord,
the cosmological perturbations are evaluated without as-
suming slow-roll conditions, and the best-fit potential pa-
rameters can be estimated using CosmoMC. But this also
requires that the uncertainties associated with reheating
are accounted for, and this can be done by varying Npivot
between 20 < Npivot < N
IRH
pivot. This is termed as the
general reheating (GRH) scenario [8]. The upper limit is
motivated from the assumption that the average dilution
of energy density during the reheating epoch is not faster
than radiation, i.e wre ≤ 1/3. The lower limit comes from
the requirement that at the end of inflation, all the cos-
mologically relevant scales are well outside of the horizon.
The shortcoming of this approach is that the reheating
scenarios with wre > 1/3 are not considered; the possi-
bility that Npivot can be above NIRH is excluded in this
analysis.
If there is an epoch of moduli domination in the post-
inflationary history, then Eq. 6 gets modified. For Ka¨hler
moduli inflation Nmod is given by Eq. 5, and in this case
N IRHpivot is:
N IRHpivot = 55.75− log
[
1016Gev
V
1/4
pivot
]
+ log
[
V
1/4
pivot
V
1/4
end
]
− 1
6
ln
(
16pia
2/3
n V5/2Y 4
10λn(lnV)1/2
)
. (7)
Note the additional dependence on the model parameters
that arises from the last term in Eq. (7). In our analysis
for −1/3 < wre ≤ 1/3, we will vary Npivot between 20
and N IRHpivot given by Eq. (7).
In general, Npivot is determined by N
IRH
pivot (as deter-
mined by equation (7)), wre and Nre:
Npivot = N
IRH
pivot −
1
4
(1− 3wre)Nre. (8)
The most general reheating case for the modulus can be
treated with considering −1/3 < wre < 1, where the up-
per bound comes from the positivity conditions in general
relativity. The GRH analysis as previously discussed in
this section implicitly scans the region−1/3 < wre < 1/3,
where Npivot becomes maximum when the contribution
of the last term in Eq. 8 is minimum (vanishes) for
wre = 1/3, i.e. instantaneous reheating. This allows us
to put N IRHpivot as the upper bound for Npivot while varying
it inside ModeChord+CosmoMC for −1/3 < wre < 1/3.
But, in the region 1/3 < wre < 1, the contribution from
the last term in Eq. 8 becomes positive which increases
the value of Npivot beyond N
IRH
pivot. Therefore, we can-
not use the previous prior range for Npivot to analyse for
1/3 < wre < 1.
We note that for the case 1/3 < wre < 1 the last
term in Eq. 8 contributes maximum when wre is max-
imum (wre = 1) and Nre is maximum also. Now, Nre
becomes maximum for the lowest allowed reheating tem-
perature that must be above the Big Bang Nucleosyn-
thesis (BBN) bound, namely Tre > TBBN = 5.1 MeV
[36]. Therefore, we have examined the general reheating
scenario by simulating with ModeChord+CosmoMC for
a few fixed values of wre with the minimum reheating
temperature with Tre = TBBN. For particular values of
wre in the range 1/3 < wre < 1, we set the upper bound
on Npivot as N
IRH
pivot − 14 (1 − 3wre)Nmaxre , where Nmaxre is
Nre derived with Tre = TBBN = 5.1MeV for a fixed value
of wre. In Sec. V, we will discuss in detail how we find
Nmaxre for Tre = TBBN. Our methodology here differs
from the previous analyses done in Ref. [20–22] in terms
of parametrisation of the reheating epoch in terms of the
underlying model parameters and statistical techniques
used for parameter estimation.
In summary, we incorporate the effects of reheating
using two different methods (and carry out the analysis
to obtain the preferred value of the model parameters
using both the methods)
(i) Analysis using the GRH scenario, and in this case,
we vary Npivot between N
IRH
pivot as given by (7) and
20.
(ii) Analysis for specific values of wre. In this case,
Npivot varies between N
IRH
pivot and the Nˆwre , with
Nˆwre , determined by the requirement of reheating
temperature being above the temperature needed
for successful big bang nucleosynthesis.
IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS IN THE GRH
SCENARIO
As described above, in the GRH scenario reheating un-
certainties are accounted for by varying Npivot between
minimum value of 20 and N IRHpivot given by Eq. (7). The
model parameters (as defined in Sec. II) are varied in the
following ranges: W0 : 0.001 to 130, log10 V : 5 to 8
and An : 1.80 to 1.95. We take gs = 0.06 (as required
for a local realisation of the Standard Model from D3
branes), λn = 1 and an = 2pi. We keep these parameters
fixed as the observables depend mildly on these parame-
ters, and these choices of the parameters are well moti-
vated from the theoretical stand point. Note that among
all these parameters log10 V also determines the duration
of modulus domination epoch, and therefore also affects
Npivot. The likelihoods used are Planck TT+TE+EE,
Planck lowP, estimated using commander, Planck lens-
ing and Planck+BICEP2/Keck array joint analysis like-
lihood [33–35].
In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we show the 1-σ and 2-σ
bounds on the model parameters. While Fig. 1 shows
the marginalised constraint on the parameters W0 and
log10 V, Fig. 2 shows the marginalised constraint on W0
and An. These plots represent the most favourable region
of the model parameters when Npivot is varied between
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FIG. 1. Favoured regions in the W0 - log10 V plane. The 1-σ
region is shaded as dark blue, the 2-σ region is shaded as light
blue.
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FIG. 2. Favoured regions in the W0 - An plane. The 1-σ
region is shaded as dark blue, the 2-σ region is shaded as
light blue.
20 to N IRHpivot for this given model. The marginalised cen-
tral value and the 1-σ errors are quoted in the Table I.
Note that W0 is not constrained as tightly as the other
two parameters. The central value of the spectral index
ns ∼ 0.953 obtained from the simulation corresponds to
number of e-folds Npivot = 43. This is in keeping with the
theoretical expectation with ns ≈ 1 − 2/Npivot, derived
under the slow-roll approximations.
The favoured region in the ns-r plane is presented in
Fig.3. Note that the results are in agreement with ear-
lier analytic treatments [16, 32]. But, here we would
like to emphasise the difference also. In [16], the shift
n
s
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r(/
 10
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FIG. 3. Favoured region in the ns-r plane. The 1-σ region is
shaded as dark blue, the 2-σ region is shaded as light blue.
TABLE I. Constraints on the model parameters and the cos-
mological parameters. Data combination used: Planck TT +
TE + EE + lowP + lensing +BKPlanck14.
Parameters Central Value 1σ
W0 57 46
log10V 5.9 0.3
An 1.87 0.04
ns 0.953 0.002
r/10−8 1.34 0.1
Npivot 43 2
in the Npivot was calculated by using Eq. (5) where V ∼
105− 106, fixed by the amplitude of scalar perturbations
for typical microscopic parameters. Effectively, the spec-
tral index was calculated at Npivot ∼ 45 with ns ∼ 0.955.
But now, we have kept both V and Npivot as variables un-
der the generalised reheating scheme, and find preferred
values comparing with the data. We present the distri-
bution of Npivot (marginalised over all other parameters)
in Fig. 4. We see that as an effect of precision analysis
to determine exact values of the model parameters, the
central value of Npivot shifts to 43 from 45 as found in
[16].
Note that the lower 2-σ bound on Npivot is 39, which
is well above 20 and closer to N IRHpivot = 45. As is evident
from the best fit value of ns = 0.953 ± 0.002, the model
is outside of the PLANCK (ΛCDM+r) 2-σ lower limit
[4]2. Our analysis also provides a χ2 value for the model,
and we find that with equal number of parameters to be
varied, there is a deterioration of the fit in this case by
∆χ2 ' 13 with respect to the ΛCDM+r model for the
2 Although the model can be consistent when the effects of dark
radiation are considered [32, 37].
625 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Npivot
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FIG. 4. 1-D probability distribution of the number of e-
foldings Npivot.
same combination of the CMB data.
V. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS FOR SPECIFIC
VALUES OF wre
In this section we carry out our analysis by making
specific choices for wre (wre = 0, 2/3, 1). As discussed
earlier, we will determine the range for variation of Npivot
by using the expression for N IRHpivot and the requirement
of successful nucleosynthesis. Before going on to analyse
the model for various value of wre, let us first describe
how we determine this range.
The Hubble parameter at the end of the reheating
epoch (after the modulus decay) is given by [16]
H(tˆ) =
MplW
3
0
16piV9/2(lnV)3/2 exp
(
− 3
2
(1 + wre)Nre
)
. (9)
Moreover, the reheating temperature is given by
3M2plH
2(tˆ) = ρ(tˆ) ≈ pi230 g∗T 4re, where g∗ is the effective
number of degrees of freedom of the Standard Model sec-
tor. Thus Nre can be expressed in terms of the model
parameters, the effective equation of state during reheat-
ing and the reheating temperature:
Nre = −2
3
(
1
1 + wre
)
ln
[
16pi2g
1/2
∗ V9/2(lnV)3/2T 2re√
90M2plW
3
0
]
.
(10)
Successful nucleosynthesis requires Tre > TBBN =
5.1 MeV [36]. Plugging this condition in (10) we find
an upper bound for Nre. We will denote this value by
Nmaxre (note that this quantity depends on wre). Now,
in general, Npivot is determined by Eq. (8). Since for a
given value of wre, Nre is bounded to lie in the range
(0, Nmaxre ), the allowed range for Npivot is between N
IRH
and N IRH − 14 (1− 3wre)Nmaxre . Note that N IRH − 14 (1−
3wre)N
max
re is greater than N
IRH for wre > 1/3, thus for
wre > 1/3, Npivot lies in the interval of
(N IRH, N IRH − 1
4
(1− 3wre)Nmaxre ).
On the other hand for wre < 1/3, Npivot lies in the in-
terval of (N IRH − 14 (1 − 3wre)Nmaxre , N IRH). Next, we
carry out the analysis to obtain the preferred value of
the model parameters for wre = 1, 2/3, 0. Npivot is taken
to lie within N IRH and N IRH − 14 (1 − 3wre)Nmaxre . For
all the analyses below, we vary the model parameters
W0, log10 V and An in the prior ranges same as sec-
tion III, i.e., W0 : 0.001 to 130, log10 V : 5 to 8 and
An : 1.80 to 1.95. The values of the fixed parameters
gs and an are also same as section III. For the case of
wre = 2/3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are the 2-D marginalised
plots for the model parameters, and for wre = 1, the
plots are similar looking.
For the sake of completeness, we also do the analysis
in this mechanism for a single wre < 1/3 case, wre =
0. Here, the lower bound to Npivot can be specified as
N IRHpivot− 14 (1−3wre)Nmaxre . Therefore, here, we varyNpivot
in the range N IRHpivot− 14 (1−3wre)Nmaxre < Npivot < N IRHpivot .
W0
101 102
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g 1
0V
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8
10
FIG. 5. Favoured regions in the W0 - log10 V plane for wre =
2/3. The 1-σ region is shaded as dark blue, the 2-σ region is
shaded as light blue.
The best-fit values and 1-σ errors for the above three
cases wre = 2/3, 1, 0 are quoted in Table II. The values
of the model parameters are well within 1-σ of the values
quoted in Table I in Section III. The 2-D marginalised
plot in the ns-r plane is given in Fig. 7 for the above
three cases. The 1-D marginalised posterior distribution
for corresponding Npivot are shown in Fig. 8.
From table II, the best-fit values of the the scalar spec-
tral index (ns) for the cases with wre > 1/3 is greater
than ns for wre = 0 and also greater than the value
quoted in Table I for general wre < 1/3 cases. Moreover,
exotic reheating scenarios (wre > 1/3) produce ns val-
ues closer to the current marginalised mean values given
by Planck 2015 (ΛCDM + r) [4] than for the wre < 1/3
cases. For wre = 2/3, the value of ns is just at the lower
2-σ bound given by Planck, whereas for the wre = 1 case,
7W0
100 102
A n
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FIG. 6. Favoured regions in the W0 - An plane for wre = 2/3.
The 1-σ region is shaded as dark blue, the 2-σ region is shaded
as light blue.
TABLE II. Constraints on the model parameters and cosmo-
logical parameters for wre = 2/3, 1, 0. Data combination used:
Planck TT + TE + EE + lowP + lensing +BKPlanck14.
wre = 0 wre = 2/3 wre = 1
Parameters Best-fit±1σ Best-fit±1σ Best-fit±1σ
W0 56.9±46.5 58±45 59±48
log10V 5.9±0.3 5.9±0.3 5.9±0.3
An 1.87±0.04 1.867±0.03 1.865±0.05
ns 0.9535±0.002 0.9555±0.003 0.9575±0.003
r/10−8 1.34±0.1 1.33±0.1 1.31±0.1
Npivot 43±2.5 45.2±2.25 47.7±2
n
s
0.948 0.95 0.952 0.954 0.956 0.958 0.96 0.962
r 
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FIG. 7. 1-σ and 2-σ confidence levels in the ns-r plane for
wre = 0 (blue contours), wre = 2/3 (green contours) and
wre = 1 (red contours).
ns is inside the Planck 2-σ bound
3. Projected sensitivity
of ns in future CMB experiments [1] are expected to re-
solve this situation with stronger constraints. If we look
at the Fig. 7, we note that all possible reheating scenarios
are consistent to each other at 2-σ level. But it is impor-
3 This is consistent to the analysis in Ref [38].
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FIG. 8. 1-D posterior probability distribution of the number
of e-foldings Npivot for wre = 0 (in blue), wre = 2/3 (in green)
and wre = 1 (in red).
tant to appreciate that future observations are going to
measure ns with σ(ns) ∼ 0.002 at 1-σ level, and in that
case, attempts to make meaningful statements about the
value of the scalar spectral index automatically requires
our better understanding regarding the reheating epoch.
We also note that Npivot has a larger value in the exotic
reheating cases, which is expected from the positive con-
tribution of the last term in Eq. 8. The tensor-to-scalar
ratio r is of the same order (∼ 10−8) in all of the above
cases.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have initiated the analysis of string
models of inflation using ModeChord. Given the ultra-
violet sensitivity of inflation and the fact that so far the
number of inflationary models that have been obtained
from string theory is not large [14], it is natural to use
ModeChord when we try to confront them with data.
As data becomes more and more precise Npivot has to be
determined very accurately. Npivot itself can explicitly
depend on the model parameters for string/supergravity
models. Thus, analysis along the line of the present
work will become more pertinent as cosmological obser-
vations become more precise. In this work, we constrain
model parameters for Ka¨hler moduli inflation, for which
the ranges of observables are sensitive to future precision
CMB measurements.
It is known in the literature that an additional post-
inflationary era (like moduli domination in our case) is
completely degenerate with the re-heating from the CMB
point of view [12] unless the dynamics of the reheating
8epoch is related to the model parameters4. But this is
precisely what happens in the model at hand, the number
of e-folds during reheating is known in terms of inflation
model parameters which in turn also fixes inflationary ob-
servables (this is also the novel feature in the theoretical
aspects our analysis of Kahler moduli inflation in com-
parison with [20–22]) . We would like to emphasise that
the relation between the modulus dominated dominated
epoch and the model parameters arose from embedding
of the model and our knowledge of the low energy effec-
tive action the setting.
There are several interesting directions to pursue. The
parameters in the inflationary potentials in string models
themselves might have a statistical distribution, and one
can try to incorporate the effect of this into the analysis.
Another interesting direction is to understand degenera-
cies that can arise across the parameters and the model
space. It will also be interesting to cross correlate with
particle physics observables (see for e.g [41, 42]) and dark
radiation [37] in LVS. Note that the constraints of volume
and W0 will have direct implications for the supersym-
metry breaking scale. The possibility of analysing multi-
field models5 can be explored using MultiModeCode.
[44]. Another exiting avenue is to develop a better un-
derstanding of the reheating epoch6 in these models so
that associated uncertainties can be reduced. An recent
development in this direction is the possibility that the
number of e-foldings during the reheat epoch is bounded
[46]. We hope to return to these questions in near future.
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